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About This Game

The beginning, Protagonist came to the mother star of a transparent object, Attacked their mother stars, Retaliate

W S A D move, J K attack, L Flash move, J K combination attack can be carried out, combination attack and L Flash move Is
the focus of the fight, L Flash move and combined attack triggers invincible time, you have the chance to survive

This is a game that may be the worst in your heart
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: Intel Core i3-4130

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics or better

Storage: 850 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible Sound card

English,Simplified Chinese
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Corey Taylor is the best. Buy it c:. Unfortunately, most of the vehicle content (plane, helicopter and submarine) made me
horrendously motion sick and there wasn't quite enough content to justify the price on this one.. This game is a lot of fun. While
it isn't too difficult, it is bright, cheerful, and entertaining. It would have been nice if there were more levels. Aside from a few
breaks, I played it straight through. Still, for the price it's certainly a bargain, and the ladies are lovely. I recommend this if you
want something short, sweet, and fun. :). Zen Bound 2 puts a lot of emphasis on... well, zen. It's premise is simple. It's music is
soothing. It can be frustrating at times. But I would recommend this to anyone who would like a relaxing "puzzle" game to tinker
with and pass the time. I agree that it would be more ideal for mobile. But if you're working on your computer and you just need
to de-stress, then Zen Bound 2 is a good choice.. There is not much to say, this game is basically a newer version of space
invaders nothing really exciting. However it is not really a bad game at all I would personally recommend this game to anyone
who is into arcade type games. (I would like to add that my review and opinion for this game is 50\/50, but their is no middle
choice when reviewing games on Steam).. Great arcade VR title that is casual to play yet offers that slight challenge that makes
it addictive and fun.

Fly your wings through each level dodging the obstacles in your path while also collecting fuel to stop yourself from crashing
down. Simultaneously try to collect the coins to earn yourself higher grade medals which unlock different novelty wings and
skins (Dragons, Brooms, Drones, UFOs etc.). The levels are randomly generated which offers the challenge by putting your
reflexes to the test and each world provides new environments, obstacles, soundtracks, and day and night cycles. (Worlds: Country,
Snow, Sea, Desert, Cavern, City, Volcano, Toy, Space). There is also the option to fly in 1st or 3rd person mode which can be
activated via controller during gameplay.

After the campaign there is the added bonus of blitz mode which is practically a new game itself. Set in WW2 in a vintage black
and white atmosphere you must use new controls to shoot down enemy planes to gain fuel for as long as you can.

You're rewarded once again after blitz mode with the added bonus of endless mode (I love this one). This mode features all the
campaign world levels in an infinite cycle but as you progress dodging obstacles the speed increases infinitely also, making it
become hectic really quick. The tempo of the soundtrack also increases with the speed which adds to the fun!

Overall great value with lots of detail and rewards for gameplay!. tl;dr: Equally frustrating and boring. Do not play.

It is neither healthy nor wise for your player, when playing your game, to at any point think, "Oh dear god there's more." Nor is it
healthy or wise for your player, when still in the middle of playing said game, takes time out of their gameplay to begin writing a
very scathing review of said game. In "Season Match", the player is at the mercy of a physics engine so wonky, even Gordon
Freeman wouldn't be able to make as see-saw out of it. Too many levels depend on the player being able to navigate a herd of gems
through a narrow passage, and this is practically impossible between the unpredictable falling patterns of said gems and the
unreliable rng creating more gems in an order that throws all strategy out the window. I was able to beat several levels just by
furiously clicking around, as the gameplay is artificially lengthened by arbitrary goals of clearing X number of gems. The
powerups are useless. The game doesn't even take the time to explain what they do and you can only refill your powerups on certain
levels. Just used the magic wand? Too bad! This level only refills the dagger you never use. But wait! There's also gold you can
collect and purchase refills for your powerups. Again, the game never tells you that you can do this, and I only found out through a
session of random clicking when I was bored. And speaking of never telling you anything, there is no story. The game will make
you believe there is, but three frames of animation, character stills, and four paragraphs of text do not a story make. As I crawl
closer to the end of the game, all I can think of is that this is babby's first programming. It feels so cheaply made and thrown out
onto the market as quickly as possible without any consideration of whether or not it's "good". The only silver lining I can find is
that it'll make my achievement stats go up. Woo.. Potiential, but could be a massive UI improvement. Some features are really cool,
but they are not worth the loss of being intuitive. Clunky with WMR Samsung Odyssey headset, even though it is supported. I was
hoping for it to be a little better, and the motion sick ness was non-existant for me. Just it felt really clunky, that I stopped playing
after 25 minutes of being lost on what to do and where to go.. First off, I honestly feel like I have not played the game enough but
here I am anyway. Next, ILB only launched because of lack of funds so while it is finished to a certain degree the creator is not
done with it yet and so what I am saying now won't be very accurate in a couple years.

So, Pros and Cons as I consider them.

Pros: The devs have a livestream that starts around 11:45PM US central standard time, you can ask all you want there. They also
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have a official discord you can go to as well.
Devs are still working on the game with mentions of multiplayer and skill trees for abilities and other things.
The flow of gameplay is very nice early on and it doesn't feel like I have to grind away at mobs to get to items and levels until
nightmare difficulty, so about level 37 for your information.
ILB has much of the elements I love from terraria and ARPGs and makes it work.
Very smooth FPS, I could run this and still have decent FPS on my trash laptop that can sort of use microsoft edge.
Has plenty of game modes that allows me to play however I want.
So many classes that even 16 hours in the game I cant play them all and get through to the first boss.

Cons: Devs are still working on the game but sadly this means waiting for their work to be done and that could be a long time
before what we want is in the game.
You have to save and quit from your game and go to the main menu in order to use the options menu, it doesn't take long but still
annoying.
You can't skip the tutorial and it gets really annoying after the first few times.
It feels very time consuming to get through the beginning in my opinion and that can be frustrating to someone like me who just
wants to get into the meat of things and kill hordes of monsters.

In summary: It is a decent game that has a lot of good stuff in it and more on the way but it is somewhat unpolished and needs
some time before it is a truly amazing game.
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This was a blast. It's fun visiting all of the cool places with people. The only thing I would recommend for the devs is in the
smooth locomotion mode to make it "hand based" orientation like Onward does it as opposed to "head based" turning. It makes
me feel a bit off when I turn my head while moving forward and my direction changes. If dev is reading check out the
difference in Arizona Sunshine's new locomotion update to see what I am talking about. I would also recommend slowing the
forward locomotion down 20% or so.. Nice game - very basic, not much of a story, but fun nonetheless!. Don't buy this. It
crashes the moment the first cutscene finishes.. Came out of an arm operation last week, decided to do 2 laps on neptune boss
and i've been in agony since

worth it tho, amazing track. I played the main game when it first came out and had a decent time with it, but it was riddled with
bugs and had a lot of gameplay issues...I came back to the expansion pass a year and a half later and have been pleasantly
surprised with the additional content. If you liked the base game, you'll like the expansion pass\/missions.. Although set in its
own universe, this game has been clearly made by those who like Tolkiens dwarves (as I do). I greatly enjoyed this rather short
10 hour campaign. Heavily overpriced for 40 euros, but if it is on sale go for it.

This is what you can expect: the game is focused on the story mainly, with lots of narratives and decision taking along the way.
There are quite a few battles through the campaign. None of them are very difficult but are simple and enjoyable to go through.
The real time battles are isometric with an active pause where each character has its own set of skills. Expect to slay hundreds of
orcs with just 4 dwarves, Harrr!

The story itself is a classic tale with the epic ending as you may expect from a fantasy tale. It has its own unique twists and
oddities in the world. Its all of very decent quality, good voice-actors, strong story, interesting characters and decent combat.

Now what are ye standin' there like a pointy-eared runt? Pick up yer axe and get yer wee band together! Time t'er smash some
piggies!. hmm cant say I didnt like it... another game I got cause it would play on my ex gf mac(see other reviews)... enjoyed it
in a simple way very short though which was good at the time.
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